Received September 9, 2019, accepted September 10, 2019, date of publication September 13, 2019, date of current version September 26, 2019. Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/ACCESS.2019.2941275 Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space JOY CHRISTIAN Einstein Centre for Local-Realistic Physics, Oxford OX2 6LB, U.K. e-mail: jjc@alum.bu.edu ABSTRACT In the context of EPR-Bohm type experiments and spin detections confined to spacelike hypersurfaces, a local, deterministic and realistic model within a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime with a constant spatial curvature (S3) is presented that describes simultaneous measurements of the spins of two fermions emerging in a singlet state from the decay of a spinless boson. Exact agreement with the probabilistic predictions of quantum theory is achieved in the model without data rejection, remote contextuality, superdeterminism or backward causation. A singularity-free Clifford-algebraic representation of S3 with vanishing spatial curvature and non-vanishing torsion is then employed to transform the model in a more elegant form. Several event-by-event numerical simulations of the model are presented, which confirm our analytical results with the accuracy of 4 parts in 104. Possible implications of our results for practical applications such as quantum security protocols and quantum computing are briefly discussed. INDEX TERMS Bell's theorem, determinism, EPR argument, Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime, Geometric Algebra, local causality, local realism, quantum mechanics, rotation groups, S3, topology. I. INTRODUCTION According to the statistical ensemble interpretation of quantum theory, the wave function, which is obtained as a solution of Schrödinger's equation, does not provide a complete description of an individual physical system but rather of an ensemble of similar physical systems. Because it removes many conceptual difficulties, this interpretation of quantum theory was preferred by Einstein [1]. In particular, within this interpretation the wave function can be interpreted epistemically, merely as a compendium of our knowledge of the physical systems. This knowledge then changes upon a measurement of the system, not unlike how our knowledge of the state of a classical coin changes in a coin-toss experiment once the coin lands on its head or on its tail. Consequently, the mystery surrounding the so-called collapse of the wave function and related paradoxes are removed. This would be the end of all conceptual difficulties except for two obstacles: (1) The first of these two obstacles is Bell's theorem [2], which suggests that the quantum probabilities encoded in the wave function are not epistemic but, in fact, objective, and the randomness observed in the quantum world is not reducible to the coin-toss randomness observed in classical physics. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Derek Abbott. (2) The second obstacle is the following question: If the quantum probabilities describe merely a compendium of our knowledge of the physical systems, then how come that knowledge, encoded in the amplitude of those probabilities called the wave function, evolves objectively, under a specific dynamical equation called the Schrödinger's equation? Our goal in this paper is to remove obstacle (1) for making the statistical interpretation of quantum mechanics plausible. Removing obstacle (2) may then become viable in the light of the success of our strategy of removing obstacle (1). Now, it is well known that, unlike our most fundamental theories of space and time, quantum theory is incompatible with local causality, if we take Realism for granted, as usually done. This fact was recognized in 1935 by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) [3]. They hoped, however, that perhaps quantum mechanics can be completed into a locally causal theory by addition of supplementary (or ''hidden'') parameters. Today such hopes of maintaining both locality and realism within physics seem to have been undermined by Bell's theorem [2], with considerable support from experiments [5]–[11]. Bell set out to prove that no physical theory that is realistic as well as local in the sense espoused by Einstein can reproduce all of the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics. By contrast, in this paper we present a physically well-motivated constructive counterexample to 133388 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space FIGURE 1. A spin-less neutral pion decays into an electron-positron pair (such a photon-less decay is quite rare but not impossible, and will suffice for our theoretical purposes here [24]). Measurements of spin components on each separated fermion are performed at remote stations 1 and 2, providing binary outcomes along arbitrary directions such as a and b. The conservation of angular momentum dictates that the net spin of the pair remains zero [cf. Eq. (77)]. Bell's theorem by deriving the strong singlet correlations using the powerful language of Geometric Algebra [12], [13]. The novelty of our manifestly geometrical derivation of the singlet correlations is likely to be of considerable interest, not only in the investigations of the foundations of quantum mechanics, but also in their technological applications in quantum cryptography, quantum computing, and quantum security protocols [14]. Indeed, the Geometric Algebra techniques we have used in this paper are already being employed in numerous engineering and technological applications [13], [15]–[19]. They range from applications in computer vision technology to those in aviation engineering. The value of the Geometric Algebra techniques in computer vision modeling and aviation engineering is not surprising. One of the central concerns in these disciplines is how to represent rotations in the physical space in a singularity-free manner. If one tries to represent rotations using Euler angles, for example, then one runs into a gimbal lock problem when two of the three rotation axes align themselves, because one of the rotation degrees of freedom is then lost. This is a fatal problem for airplane controls, especially if an airplane is in a steep ascent or descent. But within Geometric Algebra one can represent rotations smoothly using the even subalgebra of the Clifford algebra Cl3,0, as we have done in this paper. As a result, the gimbal lock problem can be avoided entirely. In addition to this, the locally causal understanding of quantum correlations we have offered in this paper may also assist in the quantum technological applications, such as in quantum cryptography, quantum security protocols, and quantum computing. As noted by Zeilinger in his recent survey of such technologies [20], it is often not easy to foresee how fundamental results can turn out to have practical applications too. As he recalls, rather surprisingly, experimental work following the purely philosophical questions concerning local realism did, in time, become an important ingredient in a number of applications in quantum information technology, including in the invention of quantum repeaters that may connect future quantum computers with each other at long distances [20]. Another application inspired by fundamental work is entanglement-based quantum cryptography. Entanglement swapping has also been applied in the so-called loophole-free tests of Bell's theorem. Such experiments suggest that unconditionally secure quantum cryptography is possible, since quantum cryptography based on the traditional interpretation of Bell's theorem can provide unconditional security. An eavesdropper can no longer avoid detection in an experiment that correctly follows the protocol. As we will discuss in Section X, the traditional interpretation of Bell's theorem is recovered from our model in the S3→ IR3 limit. The question then is: How are the practical applications mentioned above affected when the geometrical and topological properties of the quaternionic 3-sphere are taken into account? The key features of these properties are the Möbius-like twists in the Hopf bundle of S3, and (if S3 is taken as a physical space) the related conservation of the spin angular momentum captured in Eq. (108) below. As we shall see, when these properties of S3 are taken into account correctly, the strong correlations are easily reproduced. The open question then is: How are the technological applications such as quantum computing, quantum cryptography, and quantum security protocols affected when the geometrical and topological properties of the quaternionic 3-sphere are taken into account? The quantitative results presented in this paper are likely to have serious implications for this question. II. AN OVERSIGHT IN THE PROOF OF BELL'S THEOREM Returning to Bell's theorem, despite its ambitious scope, its proof is mathematically rather simple [2]. It is based on mathematical inequalities discovered by Boole over one hundred years before Bell [21], and proceeds as follows: Consider the EPR [3] type spin12 experiment, as originally proposed by Bohm [22] (cf. Fig. 1). Alice is free to choose a detector direction a or a′ and Bob is free to choose a detector direction b or b′ to detect spins of the fermions they receive from a common source, at a space-like distance from each other. The objects of interest then are the bounds on the sum of possible averages put together in the manner of Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) [4], [5]. E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′), (1) VOLUME 7, 2019 133389 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space with each average of a product of local functions defined as E(a,b) = lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 A (a, λk ) B(b, λk ) ] ≡ 〈 Ak (a)Bk (b) 〉 , (2) where A (a, λk ) ≡ Ak (a) = ±1 and B(b, λk ) ≡ Bk (b) = ±1 are the respective local measurement results of Alice and Bob, with λk being a hidden variable for the k th run of the experiment. Now, since Ak (a) = ±1 and Bk (b) = ±1, the average of their product is −1 6 〈 Ak (a)Bk (b) 〉 6 +1. As a result, we can immediately read off the upper and lower bounds on the sequence of four averages considered in (1): −4 6 〈 Ak (a)Bk (b) 〉 + 〈 Ak (a)Bk (b′) 〉 + 〈 Ak (a′)Bk (b) 〉 − 〈 Ak (a′)Bk (b′) 〉 6 +4. (3) Next, using the rule ''a sum of averages is equal to the average of the sum,'' we replace the above sum of four separate averages of±1 numbers with the single average of their sum: E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′) −→ 〈 Ak (a)Bk (b)+Ak (a)Bk (b′) +Ak (a′)Bk (b)−Ak (a′)Bk (b′) 〉 . (4) This step allows us to reduce the sum (3) of four averages to〈 Ak (a) { Bk (b)+Bk (b′) } +Ak (a′) { Bk (b)−Bk (b′) }〉 . (5) And because Bk (b) = ±1, if |Bk (b)+Bk (b′)| = 2, then |Bk (b)−Bk (b′)| = 0, and vice versa. Consequently, using Ak (a) = ±1, it is easy to conclude that the absolute value of the above average cannot exceed 2, just as Bell concluded [2]: −2 6 〈 Ak (a)Bk (b)+Ak (a)Bk (b′) +Ak (a′)Bk (b)−Ak (a′)Bk (b′) 〉 6 +2. (6) On the other hand, because the expectation value analogous to (2) predicted by quantum mechanics for the singlet state is EQM (a,b) = 〈 Ak (a)Bk (b) 〉 = −a * b = − cos(a,b) (7) (cf. Ref. [22]), quantum mechanical predictions exceed the bounds of ±2 on the inequalities (6) for some combinations of angles among the experimental directions such as a and b: −2 √ 2 6 E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′) 6 2 √ 2. (8) Consequently, Bell concluded that no physical theory that is both realistic and local in the senses envisaged by Einstein can reproduce all of the predictions of quantum mechanics. However, the above formal proof of Bell's theorem does not justify its physically radical conclusion. As innocuous as the step (4) in the proof may seem mathematically, it is, in fact, an illegitimate step physically, because what is being averaged on its right-hand are unobservable and unphysical quantities. Indeed, the pairs of measurement directions (a,b), (a,b′), (a′,b), and (a′,b′) are mutually exclusive measurement directions, corresponding to incompatible experiments which cannot be performed simultaneously. Each pair can be used byAlice and Bob for a given experiment, for all runs, but no two of the four pairs can be used by them simultaneously. This is because Alice and Bob do not have the ability to make measurements along counterfactually possible pairs of directions such as (a,b) and (a,b′) simultaneously. Alice, for example, can make measurements along a or a′, but not along a and a′ at the same time [23]. Thus, contrary to the claim of Bell's theorem, it is not the objectivelymeasurable predictions of quantummechanics that rule out the possibility of a local and realistic theory. It is the ad hoc and unjustified assumption of three or four physically incompatible experiments, any one of whichmight be performed on a given occasion, but only one of which can, in fact, be performed in practice, and in reality [23], [24]. We are therefore justified in ignoring the physical claim of Bell's theorem in this paper, which then opens up the opportunity of a constructive approach to reproducing the quantummechanical correlations in a locally causal manner.1 In what follows, we demonstrate that it is, in fact, possible to reproduce the statistical predictions of quantum states such as the EPR-Bohm state [22] in a strictly locally causal manner in a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime, albeit viewed as a non-cosmological solution of Einstein's field equations of general relativity. To demonstrate this, we shall follow the locally causal framework proposed byBell himself [2] (which is reviewed in the Appendix A below for convenience), using the powerful language of Geometric Algebra [12], [13]. III. TWO PARTICLES ENTANGLED IN A SINGLET STATE As noted, a locally causal description of the measurement of the spins of two spacelike separated spin12 particles that are products of the decay of a single spin-zero particle has been considered by Bell in his pioneering paper [2]. Based on Bohm's version of the EPR thought experiment, he considered a pair of spin12 particles, moving freely after the decay in opposite directions, with particles 1 and 2 subject (respectively) to spinmeasurements along independently chosen unit directions a and b, which may be located at a spacelike distance from one another. If initially the emerging pair has 1Incidentally, criticisms of Bell's theorem began soon after the publication of Bell's paper in 1964 [2]. They included criticisms from critics such as Louis de Broglie [25] and Max Jammer [26], and have never ceased ever since. During the intermediate years of its acceptance by the larger physics community, one of the ardent critics of Bell's theorem has been Arthur Fine, who pointed out in the 1980s that Bell's argument depends on considering joint probability distribution of three or four mutually incompatible observables, which is not a justifiable assumption [27], [28]. By now there exists a vast literature on various criticisms of Bell's theorem. While not all such criticisms are reliable or of high quality, there do exist a number of high quality criticisms, published in respectable peer-review journals, such as by Karl Hess [29], Willem M. de Muynck [30], Itamar Pitowsky [31], Hans de Raedt [32], and Andrei Khrennikov [33], to mention just a few of many. 133390 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space vanishing total spin, then its quantum mechanical spin state can be described by the entangled singlet state, |9n〉 = 1 √ 2 { |n,+〉1 ⊗ |n,−〉2 − |n,−〉1 ⊗ |n,+〉2 } , (9) with n as arbitrary direction and σ * n|n,±〉 = ±|n,±〉 describing the quantum mechanical eigenstates in which the particles have spin up or down in the units of h = 2. Here σ is the spin ''vector'' (σx , σy, σz) composed of Pauli matrices. Our interest lies in an event-by-event reproduction of the probabilistic predictions of this entangled quantum state in a locally causal manner [2]. For any freely chosen measurement directions a and b in space there would be nine possible outcomes of the experiment in general, regardless of the distance between the directions. If we denote the angle between a and b by ηab and the local measurement results 0,+1, or−1 about these directions by A andB, then quantummechanics is well known to predict the following joint probabilities for these results: P+−12 (ηab) = P{A = +1, B = −1 | ηab} = 1 2 cos2 (ηab 2 ) , (10) P++12 (ηab) = P{A = +1, B = +1 | ηab} = 1 2 sin2 (ηab 2 ) , (11) P−+12 (ηab) = P +− 12 (ηab), (12) P−−12 (ηab) = P ++ 12 (ηab), (13) P+012 (ηab) = P −0 12 (ηab) = P 0+ 12 (ηab) = P 0− 12 (ηab) = 0, (14) and P0012(ηab) = 0, (15) where the superscript 0 indicates no detection and the subscripts 1 and 2 label the particles [34]. The probability that the spin of particle 1 will be detected parallel to a (regardless of whether particle 2 itself is detected) is also predicted by quantum mechanics. It is given by P+1 (a) = P − 1 (a) = 1 2 , (16) and likewise for particle 2 being detected parallel to b. In what follows our goal is to demonstrate that, at least in the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime IR×6 with a constant spatial curvature, the above probabilities can be reproduced within the original local model of Bell [2]. IV. WITHIN THE SPATIAL SLICE OF A FRIEDMANN-ROBERTSON-WALKER SPACETIME Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) spacetimes are a set of solutions of Einstein's field equations of general relativity. They are widely used in cosmology to study the spacetime geometries governing the dynamics of our universe [35]. In our view, they are therefore the most appropriate spacetimes within which all Bell-test experiments should be discussed. It is generally accepted that the geometries of our universe are described by the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker line element ds2 = dt2 − a2(t)d62, d62 = [ dρ2 1− κρ2 + ρ2d2 ] , (17) where a(t) is the scale factor, 6 is a spacelike hypersurface, ρ is the radial coordinate within 6, κ is the ''normalized'' curvature of 6, and  is a solid angle within 6 [35]. Since we are primarily concernedwith a galactic, solar, or terrestrial scenario, in what follows, without loss of generality, we will restrict our attention to the current epoch of the cosmos by setting the scale factor a(t) = 1 in the above line element. Now it is well known that the rescaled (or ''normalized'') curvature κ can take only three possible values,+1,−1, or 0. For κ = 0 the above FRW line element describes ordinary flat space, or IR3, in spherical coordinates. For κ = +1 it describes the metric of a 3-sphere, S3, with constant positive curvature. And for κ = −1 it describes a three-dimensional hyperboloid in four-dimensional Minkowski space (AdS3), with constant negative curvature. Thus the only metric giving a closed and compact space without running off to infinity is S3, for κ = +1. The geometry and topology of this space is therefore disciplined enough to give rise to the observed strong correlations of the singlet state. To verify this, in what follows we consider a spacelike hypersurface 6 = S3 in the FRW spacetime, which can be recovered from the line element (17) by introducing a new coordinate χ= sin−1ρ (for a detailed derivation see [35, Sec. 22.8]). Now the tangent bundle of S3 happens to be trivial (i.e., it happens to be a product space): TS3 = S3 × IR3. This renders the tangent space at each point of S3 to be isomorphic to IR3. Thus local experiences of the experimenters within S3 are no different from those of their counterparts within IR3. The global topology of S3, however, is dramatically different from that of IR3. In particular, the triviality of TS3 means that S3 is parallelizable [36]. Therefore, a global anholonomic frame can be specified on S3 that fixes each of its points uniquely [36], [37]. Such a frame renders S3 diffeomorphic to the symmetry group SU(2) - i.e., to the set of all unit quaternions [38]: S3 = { H(I * v, η) ∣∣∣∣ ||H(I * v, η)|| = 1}. (18) Here we have parameterized each quaternion H ∈ S3 as H(I * v, η) = exp {(I * v)η} (19) such that I * v is a bivector rotating about some vector v ∈ IR3, and η is half of the angle by which H stands rotated about v. Up to sign, I * v is identical to the dual of v, with the unit and oriented trivector I := exeyez as a pseudoscalar, because it commutes with all other elements of the Clifford algebra Cl3,0. The trivector can therefore be used to represent a volume form on a given manifold, such as the quaternionic 3-sphere we are considering. As in these definitions, in what follows we will be using the notation of Geometric VOLUME 7, 2019 133391 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space Algebra [12], [13], [37]. Accordingly, all vector fields in IR3 such as v and w will be assumed to satisfy the geometric product vw = v * w+ v ∧ w, (20) with the duality relation v ∧ w = I * (v× w). In the next steps it will be useful to recall that (v ∧ w)† = −(v ∧ w). In what follows, we will not be using the time coordinate appearing in (17) explicitly. Instead, we will follow the practice of defining the measurement events in terms of the initial and final instants of time as usually done within the context of Bell's local-realistc model [2], [5]. Readers who are not familiar with the above practice are urged to review the Appendix A below before proceeding further. We also postpone the full spacetime covariant investigation of local causality until Section VII, where we show how and why only the spacelike components of the relativistic spins enter the calculations of EPR correlations even though the two spins themselves emerge relativistically from the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob. Consider now two unit quaternions from the closed set S3, say Po(n ∧ eo, ηneo ) and Qo(z ∧ so, ηzso ), defined as Po = cos(ηneo )+ n ∧ eo ||n ∧ eo|| sin(ηneo ) (21) and Qo = cos(ηzso )+ z ∧ so ||z ∧ so|| sin(ηzso ), (22) where n ∈ TpS3 ∼= IR3 is an arbitrary unit vector in the tangent space TpS3 at some point p of S3, z is a fixed reference vector in TqS3 at a different point q of S3, and eo and so are two other tangential vectors in TqS3. Here the bivector I * eo may be thought of as representing an individual spin within the pair of decaying particles in the singlet state, and the bivector I * so may be thought of as representing the spin of the composite pair [34]. Note that, although Po andQo are normalized to unity, their sum Po +Qo need not be. In fact, they satisfy the following triangle inequality for arbitrary pairs of such quaternions, ||Po +Qo|| 6 ||Po|| + ||Qo||, (23) reflecting the metrical structure of S3. Moreover, since S3 is closed under multiplication, we also have ||PoQo|| = 1. Within the freedom provided by this inequality, the above constraints lead us to the following choice for the set of initial (or complete [2]) states (Po,Qo) of our physical system: 3 = { (Po,Qo) ∣∣∣ ||Po +Qo|| = N (ηneo , ηzso ) ∀n} , (24) with the value N of the norm given by the ansatz N (ηneo , ηzso ) = 1+ sin2(ηneo )+ −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( ηzso κπ ) 2, (25) which is necessarily a function of the variable angles ηneo and ηzso . It represents a local-realistic counterpart of the singlet state (9). It would be different, for example, for a mixed state,2 or for any quantum state other than (9). Note also that we have allowed all three possible curvatures of 6, with κ = −1 being equivalent to ηzso→ 2π − ηzso . The significance of this form of N will become clear soon. If we now substitute expression (25) into the inequality ||Po||2 > ||Po +Qo|| − 1, (26) which follows from multiplying the inequality (23) with ||Po|| = 1 on both sides and simplifying, then [upon using ||Po||2 = cos2(ηneo )+ sin 2(ηneo ) (27) from Eq. (21)] the triangle inequality (23) simplifies to | cos(ηneo )| > −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( ηzso κπ ) . (28) In what follows it is very important to recognize that this constraint is simply an expression of the intrinsic metrical and topological structures of S3, and as such it holds for all vectors n for a given pair of initial states (eo, so); and, conversely, for all pairs of initial states (eo, so) for a given choice of vector n. This can be easily verified by starting, for example, with a different pair of quaternions, saywith the pair P′o(n ′ ∧ eo, ηn′eo ) and Qo(z ∧ so, ηzso ), where P′o = cos(ηn′eo )+ n′ ∧ eo ||n′ ∧ eo|| sin(ηn′eo ), (29) and arriving at a similar constraint as the one in Eq. (28): | cos(ηn′eo )| > −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( ηzso κπ ) . (30) This procedure can then be repeated for all vectors n′, and-for a given vector n-for all pairs of states (e′o, s ′ o). If we now let eo ∈ TqS3 and so ∈ TqS3 be two random vectors, uniformly distributed over S2, and let ηzso be a random scalar, uniformly distributed over [0, π], then we can simplify the set (24) of complete or initial states as 3 = (Po,Qo) ∣∣∣∣| cos(ηneo )| > −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( ηzso κπ )∀n  . (31) 2The analysis presented in this paper is generalizable to mixed states. However, the ansatz for the norm N (ηneo , ηzso ) appearing in Eq. (25) would be different for a mixed state [or any quantum state other than (9)], depending on the detailed characteristics of the mixed state. It is beyond the scope and purpose of this paper to investigate the question of mixed states further. The goal of the paper is to investigate local causality for the pure singlet state (9) within the context of Bell's theorem, because that is the quantum state considered in the proof of Bell's theorem [2]. It is not the goal of the present paper to reproduce all quantum mechanical predictions for any quantum state. Moreover, unlike the pure entangled state (9), any mixture of product states will not yield correlations as strong as (9) does (i.e., correlations will not deviate much from linear correlations). Therefore mixed states are of little interest in the context of Bell's theorem. 133392 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space FIGURE 2. The local results A (a;eo, so) and B(b;eo, so) are deterministically brought about by the initial state (eo, so) originating in the overlap of the two backward light cones of Alice and Bob (cf. [42, Fig. 6.4]). In the Clifford-algebraic representation of the local model the initial state is a possible orientation (or handedness) λ of the 3-sphere, and the constituent spins are represented by Is1(λ) and Is2(λ) (cf. Section VII). The black dot in the overlap of the backward light cones represents the source (or creation event) of the constituent spins, and the black dots in the spacelike separated stations represent the detection events. By the previous results this set is invariant under the rotations of n. Consequently, we identify n as a detector direction, and define the measurement events observed by (say) Alice and Bob-along their freely chosen detector directions n = a and n = b-by two functions of the form ±1 = A (a; eo, so) : IR3 ×3 −→ S3 ∼= SU(2) (32) and ±1 = B(b; eo, so) : IR3 ×3 −→ S3 ∼= SU(2). (33) These functions are identical to those considered by Bell [2] apart from the choice of their codomain, which is now the compact space S3 instead of a subset of IR. That such maps indeed exist can be seen easily by noting that Po→±1 as ηneo → 0 or π . More explicitly, we construct S3 3 ±1 = A (a; eo, so) = −sign{cos(ηaeo )} for a given so (34) and S3 3 ±1 = B(b; eo, so) = +sign{cos(ηbeo )} for the same so. (35) Evidently, these functions define strictly local, realistic, and deterministically determined measurement events. Apart from the common cause (eo, so), which originates in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob as shown in Fig. 2, the event A = ±1 depends only on the measurement direction a chosen freely by Alice; and analogously, apart from the common cause (eo, so), the event B = ±1 depends only on the measurement direction b chosen freely by Bob. In particular, the function A (a; eo, so) does not depend on either b or B, and the function B(b; eo, so) does not depend on either a or A , just as demanded by Bell's formulation of local causality [2]. V. CALCULATION OF JOINT PROBABILITY FOR OBSERVING MEASUREMENT EVENTS Now, to calculate the joint probabilities for observing the eventsA = ±1 andB = ±1 simultaneously along the directions a and b, we follow the well known analysis carried out by Pearle for a formally similar local model [34]. Pearle begins by representing each pair of decaying particles by a point r in a state space made out of a ball of unit radius in IR3. His state space is thus a well known representation of the group SO(3), each point of which corresponding to a rotation, with the direction r of length 0 6 r 6 1 from the origin representing the axis of rotation and the angle πr representing the angle of rotation. The identity rotation corresponds to the point at the center of the ball. If we now identify the boundaries of two such unit balls, then we recover our 3-sphere, diffeomorphic to the double covering group of SO(3), namely SU(2). The pair of particles in this state space is represented by the quaternion Qo defined in Eq.(22), which is rotating about the axis z×so ||z×so|| by the angle 2ηzso , with the unit vector so sweeping a 2-sphere within the 3-sphere [37], [39]. The relationship between the rotation angle πr within Pearle's state space SO(3) and the rotation angle 2ηzso within our state space SU(2) ∼= S3 turns out to be simple: cos (π 2 r ) =  −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( ηzso κπ ) = f (ηzso ), (36) −1+ 2√ 4− 3 ( ηzso κπ ) = f (π − ηzso ). (37) This can be recognized by first solving Eq.(36) for ηzso κπ and then differentiating the solution with respect to r , which gives the probability density worked out by Pearle: p(r) = 1 κπ dηzso dr (r) = 4π 3 sin(π2 r){ 1+ cos ( π 2 r )}3 , 0 6 r 6 1. (38) VOLUME 7, 2019 133393 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space This function specifies the distribution of probability that a pair of particles is represented by the point r in the unit ball. Integrating this distribution from 0 to r we may also obtain the cumulative probability distribution in the ball: C(r) = ∫ r 0 p(u) du = − 1 3 + 4 3 { 1+ cos ( π 2 r )}2 . (39) This function specifies the probability of finding the pair in any state up to the state r within Pearle's state space. From solving Eq.(36) we see, however, that it is equal to our ratio ηzso κπ , and therefore also specifies the probability of finding the pair in any initial state up to the state so. For a given reference vector z, the above relations allow us to translate between our representation in terms of the states (eo, so) in SU(2) and Pearle's representation in terms of the states r in SO(3). We can therefore rewrite our geometrical constraint (28) in terms of his state r as | cos(ηaeo )| > cos (π 2 r ) and | cos(ηbeo )| > cos (π 2 r ) , (40) where our vector eo is related to his vector r as eo = r/r . We are thus treating the axis eo and the angle πr of the rotation of the spin as two independent random variables. The equalities in the above inequalities correspond to the boundaries of the two circular caps on the spherical surface of radius r within the SO(3) ball considered by Pearle. The intersection of the two circular caps is then I(πr, ηab) = 4r2 ∫ π 2 r ηab 2 dξ √√√√1− {cos (π2 r) cos(ξ ) }2 if ηab 6 πr, (41) and zero otherwise. This area is derived by Pearle in the Appendix A of his paper. It is, however, not the correct overlap area for our model. What has been overlooked in Pearle's derivation are the contributions to I(πr, ηab) from the relative rotations of the state eo = r/r along the directions a and b. While the state eo can be common to both a and b, the corresponding rotations πr cannot be the same in general about both a and b. An example of the difference can be readily seen from the relations (36) and (37), while heeding to the double covering in SU(2): π1r =  2 cos−1 −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( ηab π )  if 06ηab6 π2 , 2 cos−1 −1+ 2√ 4− 3 ( ηab π )  if π 2 6ηab6π. (42) Evidently, 1r = 0 when ηab = 0 or π , and maximum when ηab= π 2 . More generally, the effective radius of the spherical surface to which the circular caps belong must be ''phaseshifted'' to r ′ = r √ h(ηab) in our SU(2) model, where h(ηab) = 3π 8  sin2 (ηab)π sin2( 12ηab)+ ηab cos(ηab)− sin (ηab)  (43) is the inverse of the function derived in Pearle's Eq. (23). The correct overlap area is then obtained by replacing r by r ′ in the differential area dA=r2dω in Eq.(41) so that I (πr, ηab) −→ J (πr, ηab) = h(ηab)I (πr, ηab). (44) Using the probability density (38) and the overlap area (44), we can now calculate various joint probabilities as P+−12 (ηab) = P −+ 12 (ηab) = ∫ 1 ηab π p(r) J (πr, ηab) 4πr2 dr = 1 2 cos2 (ηab 2 ) (45) and P++12 (ηab) = P −− 12 (ηab) = ∫ 1 1− ηab π p(r) J (πr, π − ηab) 4πr2 dr = 1 2 sin2 (ηab 2 ) . (46) These calculations of the joint probabilities are analogous to those by Pearle, except for using the area J (πr, ηab). In particular, since h(ηab) expressed in (43) is an inverse of the function derived in Pearle's Eq. (23), our equations (45) and (46) follow at once from Pearle's equations (5) and (6), respectively, upon multiplying through with h(ηab). Although the statistical effects of the constraints (40) in our model turn out to be almost identical to those in Pearle's model, the characteristics of the two models are markedly different. In our model the vectors eo and so ensure in tandem that there are no initial states for which | cos(ηneo )| < cos (π 2 r ) = −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( ηzso κπ ) . (47) Consequently, the detectors of Alice and Bob can receive the spin states eo only if the constraints (40) are satisfied. In other words, unlike Pearle's model, our model is not concerned about data rejection or detection loophole. In particular, in our model the fraction g(ηab) of events in which both particles are detected is exactly equal to 1: g(ηab) = P+−12 (ηab) 1 2 cos 2 ( ηab 2 ) = P++12 (ηab)1 2 sin 2 ( ηab 2 ) = 1 ∀ ηab ∈ [0, π]. (48) Clearly, a measurement event cannot occur if there does not exist a state which can bring about that event. Since the initial state of the system is specified by the pair (eo, so) and not just by the vector eo, there are no states of the system for which | cos(ηneo )| < f (ηzso ) for any vector n. Thus a measurement event cannot occur for | cos(ηneo )| < f (ηzso ), 133394 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space no matter what n is. As a result, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the initial state (eo, so) selected from the set (31) and the measurement events A and B specified by the Eqs. (34) and (35). This means, in particular, that the ''fraction'' g(ηab) in our model is equal to 1 for all ηab, dictating the vanishing of the probabilities P0012(ηab) = 1+ g(ηab)− 2g(0) = 0, (49) which follows from Pearle's Eq.(9). Moreover, from his Eq.(8) we also have P+012 (ηab) = 1 2 [g(0)− g(ηab)], giving P+012 (ηab) = P −0 12 (ηab) = P 0+ 12 (ηab) = P 0− 12 (ηab) = 0. (50) Together with the probabilities for individual detections, P+1 (a) = P − 1 (a) = P + 2 (b) = P − 2 (b) = 1 2 g(0) = 1 2 , (51) the correlation between A and B then works out to be E(a,b) = lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ i=1 A (a; eio, s i o) B(b; e i o, s i o) ] = P++12 + P −− 12 − P +− 12 − P −+ 12 P++12 + P −− 12 + P +− 12 + P −+ 12 = − cos (ηab) . (52) Since all of the probabilities predicted by our local model in S3 match exactly with the corresponding predictions of quantum mechanics, the violations of not only the CHSH inequality, but also Clauser-Horne inequality follow [5], [39]. VI. EVENT-BY-EVENT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE STRONG CORRELATIONS We have verified the above results in several event-byevent numerical simulations [40], [41], which provide further insights into the strength of the correlation for different values of κ . As we discussed above, the rotation angle ηzso and the cumulative distribution function C(r) are related by κ as ηzso π = κC(r), (53) where |κ| 6∞ can be interpreted as a strength constant. It is easy to verify in the simulations [40], [41] that EPR-Bohm correlation results for κ = +1, whereas linear correlation results for κ = 0. The unphysical, or PR box correlation can also be generated in the simulation by letting κ > +1. On the other hand, setting κ = −1 [which is equivalent to letting ηzso→ 2π − ηzso in Eq.(28)] leads back to the linear correlation [40], [41]. The crucial observation here is that the strong, or quantum correlations are manifested only for κ = +1. Consequently, they can be best understood as resulting from the geometrical and topological structures of the quaternionic S3, as defined, for example, in Eq. (18). This conclusion can be further substantiated by first reflecting on a non-quaternionic or vector representation of the 3-sphere to model rotations, and then returning back to the quaternionic representation to appreciate the difference. It is well known that tensors such as ordinary vectors are not capable of modelling rotations in the physical space, let alone modelling spinors in a singularity-free manner [37], [39]. However, in the present context we are not interested in modelling all possible rotations and their all possible compositions in the physical space. We are only interested in establishing the correct correlation between some very special limiting points of the 3-sphere, namely between its scalar points such as A (a, λ) = ±1 and B(b, λ) = ±1, with λ being the ''hidden variable'' in the sense of Bell [2], [37], [39]. It turns out that in that case we can indeed model rotations (or more precisely, their spin values) by means of ordinary vectors and their inner products, but not with a single Riemannian metric [41]. A oneparameter family of effective metrics is required to model the relative spin values correctly. Given two vectors u and v, their inner product g(u, v, η) is defined by the constraint |cos(u, v)| > f (η) ∈ [0, 1], with the two extreme cases, namely |cos(u, v)| > 0 and |cos(u, v)| > 1, quantifying the weakest and the strongest topologies, respectively. Here the weakest topology dictated by |cos(u, v)| > 0 is the topology of IR3, where relatively few vectors u and v are orthogonal to each other. The strongest topology dictated by |cos(u, v)| > 1, on the other hand, is more interesting, since in that case nearly all of the vectors u and v are orthogonal to each other. All intermediate topologies are dictated by the effective metric g(u, v, η) = { u * v if |u * v| > f (η) 0 if |u * v| < f (η), (54) where u * v := cos(u, v) and f (η) := −1+ 2√ 1+ 3 ( η π ) with η ∈ [0, π ]. (55) Evidently, the orthogonality of the vectors u and v is defined here by the condition g(u, v, η) = 0, depending on the parameter η ∈ [0, π ]. It is this one-parameter family of metrics that has been implemented in the simulations [40], [41]. The slight change in notation of the distribution function from that in Eq.(28) is purely for the coding convenience (cf. Fig. 3). VII. DERIVATION OF THE STRONG CORRELATIONS USING GEOMETRIC ALGEBRA Returning to the singularity-free representation of S3 specified in Eqs.(18) to (22), it is worth recalling that angular momenta are best described, not by ordinary polar vectors, but by pseudo-vectors, or bivectors, that change sign upon reflection [37]. One only has to compare a spinning object, like a barber's pole, with its image in a mirror to appreciate this elementary fact. The mirror image of a polar vector representing the spinning object is not the polar vector that represents the mirror image of the spinning object. In fact it is the negative of the polar vector that does the job. Therefore the spin angular momenta considered previously are better represented by a set of unit bivectors using the powerful language of Geometric Algebra [12]. They can be expressed VOLUME 7, 2019 133395 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space FIGURE 3. Plot of an event-by-event numerical simulation of the EPR-Bohm correlations predicted by our S3 model [40], [41], [45]–[47]. The x-axis depicts the angle in degrees between the measurement directions a and b chosen by Alice and Bob and the y-axis depicts the value of the correlation between their results. in terms of graded bivector bases with sub-algebra Li(λ)Lj(λ) = −δij − ∑ k εijkLk (λ), (56) which span a tangent space at each point of S3, with a choice of orientation λ = ±1. Contracting this equation on both sides with the components ai and bj of arbitrary unit vectors a and b then gives the convenient bivector identity L(a, λ)L(b, λ) = −a * b− L(a× b, λ), (57) where L(a, λ) := aiLi(λ) and L(b, λ) := bjLj(λ) are unit bivectors. Since λ specifies the orientation of S3 and not the handedness of a coordinate system [cf. Eq. (98)], the cross product a× b (which is of course universally defined by the right-hand rule) is not affected by it. The identity (57) is simply a geometric product between the unit bivectors L(a, λ) and L(b, λ) representing the spin angular momenta considered previously: L(a, λ) = λIa = λI * a ≡ λ(exeyez) * a = (±1 spin about the direction a) (58) and3 L(b, λ) = λIb = λI * b ≡ λ(exeyez) * b = (±1 spin about the direction b), (59) where the trivector I := exeyez with the property I2 = −1 represents the volume form on S3 and ensures that L2(n, λ) = −1. 3In Geometric Algebra [12] bivectors are viewed as directed numbers and characterized by only three abstract properties: (1) a magnitude, (2) a direction (specified by a vector orthogonal to it), and (3) a sense of rotation. The bivector L(a, λ) thus specifies ±1 spin about the direction a. In the above representation of spins we have used algebra Cl3,0 of the three-dimensional physical space [12]. However, as shown in Fig. 1, in the EPR-Bohm type experiments the initial state λ of the singlet system originates in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob. The constituent spins emerging from the source are then detected at a spacelike distance from each other at a later time, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, full relativistic considerations are essential in the analysis of local causality in the present context, as Bell has explained in [42]. For that purpose, the appropriate algebra is Cl1,3. It is also known as ''spacetime algebra,'' or STA [43]. Within spacetime algebra Cl1,3, we now represent the two constituent spins by using spacetime 4-vectors, as λIs1 = λIs μ 1 γμ and λIs2 = λIs μ 2 γμ, where the set {γ0, γ1, γ2, γ3} of γ -vectors forms an orthonormal basis, and its elements satisfy the same algebraic properties as Dirac matrices [43]. The basis vectors γμ determine a unique pseudoscalar I = γ0γ1γ2γ3 = exeyez, with the properties I2 = −1 and γμI = −Iγμ. The two spins λIs1 and λIs2 are now spacetime covariant objects. They originate in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob, along with the initial state λ, as shown in Fig. 2. We now wish to represent the measurements of these spins using the detectors Ia = Iaμγμ and Ib = Ibμγμ, which we also represent using 4-vectors in Cl1,3, situated at a spacelike distance from each other, within the hypersurface S3. Such a spacelike hypersurface can be specified in Cl1,3 using the timelike vector γ0, representing our two observers: Iaγ0 = Iaμγμγ0 = Ia0γ0γ0 + Iaiγiγ0 = a0I + Iaiei = a0I + I * a = a0I + D(a) (60) and Ibγ0 = Ibμγμγ0 = Ib0γ0γ0 + Ibiγiγ0 = b0I + Ibiei = b0I + I * b = b0I + D(b), (61) 133396 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space because γ 20 = 1 and γiγ0 = ei constitute the spatial basis vectors in the algebra Cl3,0 [43]. Such an observer-dependent projection of a 4-vector in Cl1,3 onto a (1 + 3)-dimensional space, resulting in a timelike scalar and a spacelike vector in Cl3,0, is called a ''spacetime split'' in STA. Here I * a= D(a) and I * b= D(b) are spacelike bivectors in Cl3,0, analogous to those in Eqs. (58) and (59). We will use D(a) and D(b) to represent the two detectors of Alice and Bob. Now, since the spins are measured by the above detectors, we must project them as well onto the hypersurface S3: λIs1γ0 = λIs μ 1 γμγ0 = λIs 0 1γ0γ0 + λIs i 1γiγ0 = λIs01 + λIs i 1ei = λIs 0 1 + λI * s1 = λIs01 + L(s1, λ) (62) and λIs2γ0 = λIs μ 2 γμγ0 = λIs 0 2γ0γ0 + λIs i 2γiγ0 = λIs02 + λIs i 2ei = λIs 0 2 + λI * s2 = λIs02 + L(s2, λ). (63) Next, we set up the time coordinate from −t to 0 in Figs. 1 and 2, where−t is the instant at which the singlet state is produced from the source in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob, and 0 is the instant at which the constituent spins λIs01 + L(s1, λ) and λIs 0 2 + L(s2, λ) are measured simultaneously by the detectors a0 I + D(a) and b0 I + D(b), respectively. Consequently, since a0, b0, s01, and s02 can be identified as the respective time coordinates, in the coordinates in which the spins are measured simultaneously by Alice and Bob wemust set a0 = b0 = s01 = s 0 2 = 0, reducing the spin and detector 4-vectors within Cl1,3 to the bivectors L(s1, λ), L(s2, λ), D(a), and D(b) within Cl3,0. The two relativistic spins λIs1 and λIs2 that originate in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob at time−t are thus detected as L(s1, λ) and L(s2, λ) at time 0 by the detectors D(a) and D(b), respectively. We are now in a position to derive the singlet correlation once again in a succinct and elegant manner. To this end, consider two measurement functions similar to (32) and (33), but now of the form ±1 = A (a, λk ) : IR3 × { λk } −→ S3 ↪→ IR4 (64) and ±1 = B(b, λk ) : IR3 × { λk } −→ S3 ↪→ IR4, (65) where λk = ±1 for each run k of the experiment considered in Fig. 1. More explicitly, let the spin bivectors ∓L(s, λk ) emerging from a common source be detected by two space-like separated detector bivectors D(a) and D(b), giving S3 3 A (a, λk ) := lim s1→a { −D(a)L(s1, λk ) } = { +1 if λk = +1 −1 if λk = −1 } with 〈 A (a, λk ) 〉 = 0 (66) and S3 3 B(b, λk ) := lim s2→b { +L(s2, λk )D(b) } = { −1 if λk = +1 +1 if λk = −1 } with 〈 B(b, λk ) 〉 = 0, (67) where we assume the orientation λ of S3 to be a random variable with 50/50 chance of being+1 or−1 at the moment of the pair-creation, making the spinning bivector L(n, λk ) a random variable relative to the detector bivector D(n): L(n, λk ) = λkD(n)⇐⇒ D(n) = λkL(n, λk ). (68) It is important to recall here that an orientation of a manifold is a relative concept [24]. Within Geometric Algebra Cl3,0 the choice of the sign of the unit pseudoscalar amounts to choosing an orientation of the physical space [12], [13]. It is evident from the measurement functions A (a, λk ) and B(b, λk ) defined above that their values are limiting scalar points, ±1, of some quaternions that constitute S3. Consequently, they respect the topology of S3 rather than that of IR3. Physically, the geometry and topology of S3 arise from the rotations of the two spin bivectors, −L(s1, λk ) and +L(s2, λk ), relative to the detector bivectors D(a) and D(b), respectively. This is evident from the definitions of the measurement functions, which involve geometric products of the form −D(a)L(s1, λk ), which are non-pure quaternions, and therefore elements of the set S3. In other words, the interactions between the spin bivectors and the detector bivectors are represented in the model by non-pure quaternions of the form −D(a)L(s1, λk ), which - as constituents of the set S3 - necessarily capture the geometry and topology of S3. Despite being algebraically different expressions, the detection processes encoded by Eqs. (66) and (67) are effectively the same as those defined by Bell in his local model [2], [44] within IR3, namely A (a, λk ) ∼= sign(+sk1 * a) = ±1 and B(b, λk ) ∼= sign(−sk2 * b) = ±1. They pick out the normalized components of the two spins about the vectors a and b, representing two scalar points of the 3-sphere. To see this explicitly, we can expand the RHS of Eq.(66) as follows: lim s1→a { −D(a)L(s1, λk ) } = lim s1→a { −λkL(a, λk )L(s1, λk ) } (69) = lim s1→a [ −λk { −a * s1 − L(a× s1, λk ) }] (70) = lim s1→a { +a * (λks1)+ I * (a× s1) } (71) ∼= sign(+sk1 * a), with s k 1 ≡ λ ks1, (72) where Eqs.(68), (57), and (58) are used. Likewise we can expand the RHS of Eq.(67) using Eqs.(68), (57), and (59): lim s2→b { +L(s2, λk )D(b) } = lim s2→b { +L(s2, λk )λkL(b, λk ) } (73) VOLUME 7, 2019 133397 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space = lim s2→b [ +λk { −s2 * b− L(s2 × b, λk ) }] (74) = lim s2→b { −(λks2) * b− I * (s2 × b) } (75) ∼= sign(−sk2 * b), with s k 2 ≡ λ ks2. (76) Moreover, as demanded by the conservation of angular momentum, we require the total spin to respect the condition −L(s1, λk )+ L(s2, λk ) = 0 ⇐⇒ L(s1, λk ) = L(s2, λk ) ⇐⇒ s1 = s2 ≡ s [cf. Fig. 1]. (77) Evidently, in the light of the product rule (57) for the unit bivectors, the above condition is equivalent to the condition L(s1, λk )L(s2, λk ) = { L(s, λk ) }2 = L2(s, λk ) = −1. (78) Note, however, that the limits s1→ a and s2→ b appearing in the definitions of the two measurement functions (66) and (67) are parts of the independent detection processes. These processes are not subject to the conservation law dictated by Eq. (77) or (78), which remains valid only for the free evolution of the constituent spins. In fact, the detection processes describe purely local interactions of the spin bivectors with the detector bivectors, occurring at spacelike separated observation stations of Alice and Bob (see answer 9 in Appendix B for further explanation). Consequently, the expectation value of the simultaneous measurement outcomes A (a, λk ) = ±1 and B(b, λk ) = ±1 in S3 works out as follows (79)–(87), as shown at the bottom of this page. Here Eq.(80) follows from Eq.(79) by substituting the functions A (a, λk ) and B(b, λk ) from the definitions (66) and (67); Eq.(81) follows from Eq.(80) by using the ''product of limits equal to limits of product'' rule [which can be verified by recognizing that the same quaternion −D(a)L(a, λk )L(b, λk )D(b) results from the limits in Eqs.(80) and (81)]; Eq.(82) follows from Eq.(81) by (i) using the relation (68) [thus setting all bivectors in the spin bases], (ii) the associativity of the geometric product, and (iii) the conservation of spin angular momentum specified in Eq.(78); Eq.(83) follows from Eq.(82) by recalling that scalars such as λk commute with the bivectors; Eq.(84) follows from Eq.(83) by using λ2 = +1, and by removing the superfluous limit operations; Eq.(85) follows from Eq.(84) by using the geometric product or identity (57), together with the fact that there is no third spin about the orthogonal direction a× b once the two spins are already detected along the directions a and b; Eq.(86) follows from Eq.(85) by using the relations (68) and summing over the counterfactual detections of the ''third'' spins about a× b; and Eq.(87) follows from Eq.(86) because the scalar coefficient of the bivector D(a× b) vanishes in n→∞ limit, since λk is a fair coin. Note that, apart from the initial state λk , the only other assumption used in this derivation is that of the conservation E(a,b) = lim n→∞ [ 1 n n∑ k=1 A (a, λk ) B(b, λk ) ] ∼= lim n→∞ [ 1 n n∑ k=1 sign(+sk1 * a) sign(−s k 2 * b) ] (79) = lim n→∞ [ 1 n n∑ k=1 [ lim s1→a { −D(a)L(s1, λk ) } ] [ lim s2→b { +L(s2, λk )D(b) }]] (80) = lim n→∞ 1 n n∑ k=1 lim s1→a s2→b {−D(a)} { L(s1, λk )L(s2, λk ) } {+D(b)}  (81) = lim n→∞ 1 n n∑ k=1 lim s1→a s2→b { −λkL(a, λk ) } {−1} { +λkL(b, λk ) } (82) = lim n→∞ 1 n n∑ k=1 lim s1→a s2→b { + ( λk )2 L(a, λk )L(b, λk ) } (83) = lim n→∞ [ 1 n n∑ k=1 L(a, λk )L(b, λk ) ] (84) = −a * b− lim n→∞ [ 1 n n∑ k=1 L(a× b, λk ) ] (85) = −a * b− lim n→∞ [ 1 n n∑ k=1 λk ] D(a× b) (86) = −a * b+ 0. (87) 133398 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space of spin angular momentum (78). These two assumptions are necessary and sufficient to dictate the singlet correlations: E(a,b) = lim n→∞ [ 1 n n∑ k=1 A (a, λk ) B(b, λk ) ] = −a * b. (88) This demonstrates that EPR-Bohm correlations are correlations among the scalar points of a quaternionic 3-sphere.4 It is also instructive to evaluate the sum in Eq.(84) somewhat differently to bring out how the orientation λk plays an important role in the derivation of the above correlation. Instead of assuming λk = ±1 to be an orientation of S3, we may view it as specifying the ordering relation between the spin bivectors L(a, λ) and L(b, λ) and the detector bivectors D(a) and D(b) with 50/50 chance of occurring, and only subsequently identify it with an orientation of S3: L(a, λ = +1) L(b, λ = +1) = D(a) D(b) (89) or L(a, λ = −1) L(b, λ = −1) = D(b) D(a). (90) Since the spins emerging from the source are oblivious to the detectors located at remote stations, we may represent spins with a trivector J and detectors with a trivector I , respectively, without assuming any relation between them: L(n, λ) = J * n (91) and D(n) = I * n, (92) for any given dual vector n. We can now easily find the relationship between J and I using the identities (56) and D(a)D(b) = −a * b− D(a× b). (93) Substituting the right-hand sides of these identities into the ordering relations (89) and (90) reduces the relations to −a * b− L(a× b, λ = +1) = −a * b− D(a× b) (94) or −a * b− L(a× b, λ = −1) = −b * a− D(b× a) = −a * b+ D(a× b), (95) 4The singlet correlations reproduced here can be reproduced also within a more general 7-sphere framework without any reference to the 3-sphere model presented here, as we have shown elsewhere [24]. And even though the highly non-trivial Hardy-type correlations can also be reproduced within the quaternionic 3-sphere model presented here (as we have demonstrated in [39, Ch. 6]), the quaternionic 3-sphere model is rather restrictive. It can accommodate the singlet correlations and Hardy-type correlations, but cannot reproduce more intricate correlations, such as, for example, those predicted by the rotationally non-invariant GHZ states [39]. On the other hand, the 7-sphere framework of Ref. [24] is more general and comprehensive. This is because S7 is made of S4 worth of 3-spheres, with a highly non-trivial twist in the bundle. In other words, in the language of Hopf fibration, S7 is fibrated by S3 over the base manifold S4. Thus each of the many fibers of S7 that make it up is itself an S3. It is therefore not surprising that S7 framework is more complete and is able to reproduce quantum correlations more comprehensively. Moreover, as shown in [24], the algebraic and geometrical properties of the physical space are captured more completely by the octonion-like representation space S7 constructed in [24], rather than by the 3-dimensional closed and compact physical space S3 itself. which, after canceling the scalar factor −a * b and using λ = ±1 and the definitions (91) and (92), further reduces to L(a× b, λ) = λD(a× b) (96) J * (a× b) = λI * (a× b) (97) J = λI . (98) We have thus proved that the ordering relations (89) and (90) between the spin bivectors L(a, λ) and L(b, λ) and the detector bivectors D(a) and D(b) are equivalent to our hypothesis that the orientation of the 3-sphere is a fair coin. Using the relations (57) and (96), together with the ordering relations (89) and (90), the sum (84) can now be evaluated directly by recognizing that the spins in the right and left oriented S3 satisfy the following geometrical relations [37], [39]: L(a, λk = +1) L(b, λk = +1) = −a * b− D(a× b) = D(a) D(b) = (+I * a)(+I * b) (99) and L(a, λk = −1) L(b, λk = −1) = −a * b+ D(a× b) = −b * a− D(b× a) = D(b) D(a) = (+I * b)(+I * a). (100) In other words, when the initial state λk happens to be equal to +1, L(a, λk ) L(b, λk ) = (+I * a)(+I * b), and when the initial state λk happens to be equal to−1,L(a, λk ) L(b, λk ) = (+I * b)(+I * a). Consequently, the expectation value (79) reduces at once to E(a,b) = 1 2 (+I * a)(+I * b)+ 1 2 (+I * b)(+I * a) = − 1 2 {ab+ ba} = −a * b+ 0, (101) because the orientation λk of S3 is a fair coin. Here the last equality follows from the definition of the inner product. Given this result, it is not difficult to derive the corresponding upper bound on the expectation values within S3, as we have demonstrated in Section IX:∣∣E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′)∣∣ 6 2√2. (102) We have verified both of these results in several numerical simulations [40], [41], [45]–[48]. The simulations are instructive on their own right, and some of them can be used for testing the effects of topology changes when the parameter η ∈ [0, π ] is varied. VIII. THE RAISON D'ÊTRE OF STRONG CORRELATIONS Geometrically the above results can be understood in terms of the twist in the Hopf fibration of S3 ∼= SU(2). Recall that locally (in the topological sense) S3 can be written as a product S2 × S1, but globally it has no crosssection [49], [50]. It can be viewed also as a principal U(1) VOLUME 7, 2019 133399 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space FIGURE 4. The tangled web of linked Hopf circles depicting the geometrical and topological non-trivialities of the 3-sphere. Locally (in the topological sense) S3 can be written as the product S2 × S1. Thus S3 is S2 worth of circles. Each circle, as a fiber S1, threads through every other circle in the bundle S3 without sharing a single point with any other circle, and projects down to a point such as p on S2 via the Hopf map h : S3 → S2, in a highly non-trivial configuration. bundle over S2, with the points of its base space S2 being the elements of the Lie algebra su(2), which are pure quaternions, or bivectors [39], [51]. The product of two such bivectors are in general non-pure quaternions of the form (21), and are elements of the group SU(2) itself. That is to say, they are points of the bundle space S3, whose elements are the preimages [49] of the points of the base space S2. These preimages are 1-spheres, S1, called Hopf circles, or Clifford parallels [52]. Since these 1-spheres are the fibers of the bundle, they do not share a single point in common (cf. Fig. 4). Each circle threads through every other circle in the bundle, making them linked together in a highly non-trivial configuration, which can be quantified by the following relation among the fibers [51]: eiψ− = eiφeiψ+ , (103) where eiψ− and eiψ+ , respectively, are the U(1) fiber coordinates above the two hemispheres H− and H+ of the base space S2, with spherical coordinates (0 6 θ < π, 0 6 φ < 2π ); φ is the angle parameterizing a thin strip H− ∩ H+ around the equator of S2 [θ ∼ π2 ]; and e iφ is the transition function that glues the two sections H− and H+ together, thus constituting the 3-sphere. It is evident from Eq.(103) that the fibers match perfectly at the angle φ = 0 (modulo 2π ), but differ from each other at all intermediate angles φ. For example, eiψ− and eiψ+ differ by a minus sign at the angle φ = π . Now in the Clifford-algebraic representation of our 3-sphere model the above relation can be written as{ − D(a)L(s1, λk ) } = { D(a)D(b) }{ + L(s2, λk )D(b) } ⇐⇒ as = {a * b+ a ∧ b} sb, (104) provided we identify the angles ηas1 and ηs2b between a and s1 and s2 and b with the fibers ψ− and ψ+, and the angle ηab between a and b with the generator of the transition function eiφ on the equator of S2. The above representation of Eq.(103) is not as unusual as it may seem at first sight once we recall that geometric products of vectors and bivectors appearing in it are quaternions, and the quaternionic 3-sphere defined in Eq.(18) as a set of unit quaternions remains closed under multiplication. Indeed, as we saw in Eq.(21), each element of S3 can be parameterized to take the form q(u, v) = cos(ηuv)+ u ∧ v ||u ∧ v|| sin(ηuv) = exp { u ∧ v ||u ∧ v|| ηuv } , (105) which in turn can always be decomposed into a product of two bivectors, say β(u) and β(v), belonging to an S2 ⊂ S3: −β(u)β(v) = −(λI * u)(λI * v) = uv = cos(ηuv)+ u ∧ v ||u ∧ v|| sin(ηuv). (106) Multiplying both sides of (104) from the left with D(a) and noting that all unit bivectors square to −1, we obtain L(s1, λk ) = −D(b)L(s2, λk )D(b). (107) Next, multiplying the numerator and denominator on the RHS of this similarity relation with−D(b) from the right andD(b) from the left leads to the conservation of zero spin angular momentum, just as we have specified in Eq.(77): L(s1, λk ) = L(s2, λk ) ⇐⇒ L(s1, λk )L(s2, λk ) = L2(s, λk ) = −1, (108) which was used in Eq.(82) to derive the strong correlations (88). We have thus shown that the conservation of spin angular momentum is not an additional assumption, but follows from the very geometry and topology of the 3-sphere. Returning to the Hopf fibration of S3, it is not difficult to see from Eq.(104) that if we set a = b (or equivalently ηab = 0) for all fibers, then S3 reduces to the trivial bundle S2 × S1, since then the fiber coordinates ηas1 and ηs2b would match up exactly on the equator of S2 [θ ∼ π2 ]. In general, however, for a 6= b, S3 6= S2 × S1. For example, when a = −b (or equivalently when ηab = π ) there will 133400 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space A (a, λk ) = −B(b, λk ) (109) H⇒ lim s→a { −D(a)L(s, λk ) } = − lim s→b { +L(s, λk )D(b) } (110) H⇒ lim s→a { −λkL(a, λk )L(s, λk ) } = − lim s→b { +L(s, λk )λkL(b, λk ) } (111) H⇒ lim s→a [ −λk { −a * s− L(a× s, λk ) }] = − lim s→b [ +λk { −s * b− L(s× b, λk ) }] (112) H⇒ lim s→a { +λka * s+ I * (a× s) } = − lim s→b { −λks * b− I * (s× b) } (113) H⇒ λka * a = λkb * b (114) H⇒ ||a||2 = ||b||2 (115) be a sign difference between the fibers at that point of the equator [49], [51]. That in turn would produce a twist in the bundle analogous to the twist in a Möbius strip. It is this non-trivial twist in the S3 bundle that is responsible for the observed sign flips in the product A B of measurement events, from A B = −1 for a = b to A B = +1 for a = −b, as evident from the correlations (88), which are obtained in the limits s1→ a and s2→ b, together with s1 = s2 = s, as in the definitions of the measurement functions (66) and (67). On the other hand, if the topology of our physical space were the trivial or product topology S2 × S1, then the transition function ab in Eq.(104) would be identical to +1, and we would not observe sign flips from A B = −1 to A B = +1 when a = b is rotated to a = −b. Moreover, in that case the limits s1 = s→ a and s2 = s→ b would also reinforce ab = +1 in Eq.(104), which in turn would lead only to A B = −1 and never to A B = +1. Conversely, it is easy to see from the definitions (66) and (67) of A and B that, within the non-trivial topology of S3 necessitated by the general transition function ab in (104), the relationA = −B by itself does not impose any restrictions, such as a = b, on the possible measurement directions a and b that Alice and Bob may wish to choose for their observations (109)–(115), as shown at the top of this page. This result dictates that only the unit magnitudes but not the directions of the vectors a and b are constrained to be equal, despite the apparent anti-correlation betweenA andB in their very definitions (66) and (67). Alice and Bob are thus free to choose any angle between a and b on the unit 2-sphere, in harmony with the fibration (104) of S3. The freedom to choose any directions a and b thus enables them to observe the twists in S3, in the guise of the strong correlations (88). IX. DERIVATION OF TSIREL'SON'S BOUNDS ON THE STRENGTH OF LOCAL-REALISTIC CORRELATIONS For completeness of our derivation of the correlation (87), in this section we derive the Tsirel'son's bounds in (102) on the strength of such correlations. To this end, consider four observation axes, a, a′, b, and b′, for the experiment illustrated in Fig. 1. Then the corresponding CHSH string of expectation values [23], [37], namely the correlator E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′), (116) would be bounded by the constant 2 √ 2, as discovered by Tsirel'son within the setting of Clifford algebra applied to quantum mechanics within a Hilbert space. Here each of the joint expectation values of the measurement results A (a, λ) = ±1 and B(b, λ) = ±1 are defined as E(a,b) = lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 A (a, λk ) B(b, λk ) ] , (117) with themeasurement functionsA (a, λ) andB(b, λ) defined in (66) and (67). But from (79) and (84) we also have the following geometrical and statistical identity: lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 A (a, λk ) B(b, λk ) ] = lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 L(a, λk )L(b, λk ) ] . (118) Using this identity the correlator (116) can now be rewritten as the following single average: lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 { L(a, λk )L(b, λk )+ L(a, λk )L(b′, λk ) +L(a′, λk )L(b, λk )+ L(a′, λk )L(b′, λk ) }] . (119) But since the bivectors L(a, λ) and L(b, λ) are two independent equatorial points of S3, we can take them to belong to two disconnected ''sections'' of S3 [i.e., two disconnected su(2) 2-spheres within S3 ∼ SU(2)], satisfying[ L(n, λ),L(n′, λ) ] = 0 ∀ n and n′ ∈ IR3, (120) which is equivalent to anticipating a null outcome along the direction n× n′ exclusive to both n and n′. If we now square the integrand of equation (119), use the above commutation relations, and use the fact that all unit bivectors square to−1, then the absolute value of the Bell-CHSH string (116) leads to the following variance inequality [37]: |E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′)| 6 √√√√ lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 { 4+ 4Taa′ (λk )Tb′b(λk ) }] , (121) VOLUME 7, 2019 133401 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space where the classical commutators Taa′ (λ) := 1 2 [ L(a, λ),L(a′, λ) ] = −L(a× a′, λ) (122) and Tb′b(λ) := 1 2 [ L(b′, λ),L(b, λ) ] = −L(b′ × b, λ) (123) are the geometric measures of the torsion within S3. Thus it is the non-vanishing torsion T within the 3-sphere-i.e., the parallelizing torsion which makes its Riemann curvature vanish-that is responsible for the stronger-than-linear correlation. We can see this from Eq.(121) by setting T = 0, and in more detail as follows. By making a repeated use of the bivector identity L(a, λ)L(a′, λ) = −a * a′ − L(a× a′, λ), (124) the above inequality can be further simplified to |E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′)| 6 √√√√4− 4(a× a′) * (b′ × b)− 4 lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 L(z, λk ) ] 6 √√√√4− 4(a× a′) * (b′ × b)− 4 lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 λk ] D(z) 6 2 √ 1− (a× a′) * (b′ × b)− 0, (125) where z = (a× a′)× (b′ × b). The last two steps follow from the relation (68) between L(z, λ) and D(z) and the fact that the orientation λ of S3 is evenly balanced between +1 and −1. Finally, by noticing that trigonometry dictates −1 6 (a× a′) * (b′ × b) 6 +1, (126) the above inequality can be reduced to the familiar form∣∣E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′)∣∣ 6 2√2. (127) Needless to say, this result can also be derived directly from the correlation (87): |E(a,b)+ E(a,b′)+ E(a′,b)− E(a′,b′)| = ∣∣− cos ηab − cos ηab′ − cos ηa′b + cos ηa′b′ ∣∣ 6 2 √ 2. (128) X. STANDARD INTERPRETATION OF BELL'S THEOREM IS RECOVERED WITHIN THE FLAT GEOMETRY OF IR3 The S3 model presented above becomes conducive to the traditional interpretation of Bell's theorem when the algebraic, geometrical and topological properties of the compactified physical space S3 are ignored. In that case the upper bound of 2 on the Bell-CHSH inequality is respected. Thus, the results presented in this paper do not conflict with the standard interpretation of Bell's theorem outright but rather reproduces that interpretation as a special case in the flat geometry IR3 of the physical space, which is usually taken for granted in the literature on Bell's theorem. There are several different ways to appreciate this fact. As we saw in Section VI above, one way to appreciate it is by analyzing the even-byevent simulations presented therein [40], [41]. Another way to appreciating it is by noting that if we ignore the twist (78) or (108) in the Hopf bundle of S3, then the value of the correlation function E(a,b) in (79) reduces to −1 for all freely chosen parameters a and b for any initial state λ, and then the absolute bound of 2 on the Bell-CHSH correlator (102) is not exceeded. A third way to appreciate it is by setting the torsion T = 0 in Eq.(121) as noted between Eqs. (123) and (124) during the derivation of the Tsirel'son's bounds in Section IX. Each of these three ways provide different insights into how the standard interpretation of Bell's theorem is recovered in IR3 limit. XI. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT In recent years there has been some theoretical and experimental support for the local-realistic model of the strong correlations presented above. For example, in an influential recent paper published in Nature Communications [53], the authors state that ''Any no-go result, as for example Bell's theorem, is phrased within a particular framework that comes with a set of built-in assumptions. Hence it is always possible that a theory evades the conclusions of the no-go result by not fulfilling these implicit assumptions.'' This statement reflects a change in attitude of the physics community regarding the significance of Bell's theorem for fundamental physics. In Bell's local-realistic framework for the strong correlations [2], there are built-in assumptions about the algebraic, geometrical and topological properties of the physical space in which we are confined to perform all our experiments, because it is modeled as IR3. In this paper we have removed these assumptions via greater rigor, by replacing IR3 with S3 as the physical space. It is therefore not surprising that we have been able to reproduce the singlet correlations exactly. A more significant support for our locally causal model of the singlet correlations comes from a recently performed macroscopic experiment [54]. It provides an important experimental confirmation of the model presented above. The authors of the experiment write: ''... we have demonstrated the violation of a Bell-type inequality using massive (around 1010 atoms), macroscopic optomechanical devices, thereby verifying the nonclassicality of their state without the need for a quantum description of our experiment.'' To be sure, by nonclassicality the authors mean violation of local realism, and support this orthodox interpretation by providing a quantum mechanical description of their massive, macroscopic, mechanical system. However, the key phrase also used by the authors to describe their experiment is the following: ''... without the need for a quantum description of our experiment.''What this means is that we have an experimental proof that Bell-type inequalities can be violated also by purely classical, macroscopic systems without requiring a quantum mechanical description of the experiment. But that is exactly what our model presented above also predicts [37], [55]. According to our model, the violations of Bell inequalities 133402 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space are a result of the algebraic, geometrical, and topological properties of the compactified physical space, S3. The concepts of quantum entanglement, non-locality, non-reality, or irreducible randomness are not necessary for explaining the violations of Bell inequalities. XII. CONCLUDING REMARKS In this paper we have shown that it is possible to reproduce the statistical predictions of quantum mechanics in a locally causal manner, at least for the simplest entangled state such as the EPR-Bohm state. In particular, we have shown that such a locally causal description of the singlet state in the sense of Bell is possible at least within the spherical topology of a well known Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime, viewed as a non-cosmological, terrestrial solution of Einstein's field equations. More specifically, we have presented a local, deterministic, and realistic model within such a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime which describes simultaneous measurements of the spins of two fermions emerging in a singlet state from the decay of a spinless boson. We have then shown that the predictions of this locally causal model agree exactly with those of quantum theory, without needing data rejection, remote contextuality, superdeterminism, or backward causation. A Clifford-algebraic representation of the 3-sphere with vanishing spatial curvature and non-vanishing torsion then allows us to transform our model in an elegant form. Several event-by-event numerical simulations of the model have confirmed our analytical results with accuracy of at least 4 parts in 104. APPENDIX A FORMULATION OF LOCAL CAUSALITY IN THE MANNER OF BELL In this appendix we review the notion of local causality, as originally conceived by Einstein in the present context, and later formalized by Bell [2]. A more detailed discussion by Bell on the subject can be found in his last paper [42]. Our main goal here is to stress that the model constructed above is indeed locally causal in the sense of Einstein and Bell, despite the fact that it relies on the global topology of the spatial slices, S3. It will also become evident from our discussion below that, although the correlation function E(a,b) is manifestly time-independent, the measurement functions A (a, λ) and B(b, λ) it depends on are themselves not timeindependent. Indeed they depend on the initial states λ of the system specified at an earlier time and the final detector directions a and b chosen by Alice and Bob at a later time, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. On the other hand, since we have set the scale factor a(t) = 1 in the solution (17), the times elapsed between the initial and final instants of the experiments are obviously not cosmological epochs. For deterministic models of the EPR-Bohm correlation (such as the one constructed above), Bell considered a joint observable of the form A B(a,b; א, λ) = ±1, where a and b, respectively, are the freely chosen detector directions of Alice and Bob, λ is an initial or ''complete'' state of the singlet system (which is also referred to as5 a ''common cause,'' or ''shared randomness,'' or ''hidden variable''), and א stands for any number of other pre-established constants and/or variables pertaining to the experimental set up, which we shall refer to as shared background. Here two of the most important differences between the variables {a,b} and the variables {א, λ} are: (1) while locally Alice and Bob have total control over the choice of variables a and b (respectively), they have no control over the variables א and λ at any time during their experiment; and (2) while א and λ are completely specified at an earlier time past the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob (cf. Fig. 2), the variables a and b are freely chosen by them at a later time, as final directions along which the space-like separated measurement events A (a; א, λ) = ±1 and B(b; א, λ) = ±1 are determined. Bell called such events locally explicable if the joint observable A B(a,b; א, λ) = ±1 of Alice and Bob can be factorized into local parts as A B(a,b; א, λ) = A (a; א, λ)×B(b; א, λ). (129) Note that the functions A (a; א, λ) and B(b; א, λ) describe strictly local, realistic, and deterministically determined measurement events. Apart from the common cause {א, λ}, which originates in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob as shown in Fig. 2, the event A = ±1 depends only on the measurement direction a chosen freely by Alice; and analogously, apart from the common cause {א, λ}, the event B = ±1 depends only on the measurement direction b chosen freely by Bob. In particular, the function A (a; א, λ) does not depend on either b or B, and the function B(b; א, λ) does not depend on either a or A , just as demanded by Einstein's notion of local causality [2], [42]. The correlation between the simultaneous measurement results A (a; א, λ) and B(b; א, λ) can then be computed as E(a,b) = lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 A (a,א, λk ) B(b,א, λk ) ] . (130) Now in the case of the local model constructed above the shared background א includes the topology T of the spatial slices S3. And this topology is completely specified from the outset, past the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob. Therefore, Alice, for example, cannot influence either the freely chosen parameter b, or the observed outcome B of Bob by altering the topology, say, from T to T ′. And likewise, Bob cannot influence either the freely chosen parameter a, or the observed outcome A of Alice by altering the topology from T to T ′ (e.g., from S3 to IR3). Thus, despite its reliance on the global topology of spatial slices, there is no violation of local causality in our model. It is also evident from the prescription (130) that, quite appropriately, the shared background א plays no role in the computation of the correlation. For this reason א is usually dropped from the measurement functions by writing them 5Within the context of Bell's theorem ''shared randomness'' and ''hidden variable'' are used synonymously. See, for example, discussion in [57]. VOLUME 7, 2019 133403 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space simply as A (a, λ) and B(b, λ), as we have done in this paper. On the other hand, from the above formulation of local causality it is evident that whether the joint outcome A B is +1 or −1 depends on the elapsed time between the initial instant when the state λ emerges from the source and the final instant when the measurements are made along the directions a and b, within a spacetime specified by the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker solution (17), with a(t) = 1. APPENDIX B QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS In no particular order, in this appendix we answer some questions concerning the local-realistic model for the singlet correlations presented in this paper. Question 1: In the introduction it is claimed: ''By contrast, in this paper we present a physically well-motivated constructive counterexample to Bell's theorem by deriving the strong singlet correlations using the powerful language of Geometric Algebra.'' This is extraordinary, because Bell's theorem is a mathematical theorem. It has been formally proven and experimentally tested. It is logically impossible to violate its conclusion without violating one of its premises. Yet, the paper is claiming to do just that. How is this possible? Answer 1:Bell's theorem is not a theorem in the mathematical sense. It is a physical argument based on the mathematical inequalities discovered by George Boole some 100 years before they were used by Bell in his ''theorem.'' And, as a physical argument, Bell's theorem is a deeply flawed argument, as we have explained in [23] in considerable detail. In essence, as discussed also in the introductory section of this paper, ''contrary to the claim of Bell's theorem it is not the objectivelymeasurable predictions of quantummechanics that rule out the possibility of a local and realistic theory. It is the ad hoc and unjustified assumption of three or four physically incompatible experiments, any one of whichmight be performed on a given occasion, but only one of which can, in fact, be performed in practice, and in reality.'' In addition to this mistake, Bell's theorem is based on a number of other assumptions that can be and have been questioned. Question 2: The paper wrongly suggests that Bell's framework assumes that ''physical space in which we are confined to perform all our experiments, is modeled as IR3.'' Bell's theorem contains no such assumption and holds independently of the space in which the ''hidden'' variables are modeled. Answer 2: Nowhere in his writings has Bell stated that his theorem holds independently of the physical space in which the hidden variables are modeled. In fact, Bell's proposed local-realistic framework does assume implicitly that physical space in which we are confined to perform all our experiments is modeled as IR3. It is unfortunate that this assumption is not made explicit by Bell and his followers in their writings. A deeper reflection on how the physical space is modeled in analyzing the Bell-test experiments is necessary to uncover this assumption. In the analyses of such experiments ordinary vector algebra (which does not, in fact, form an algebra) within IR3 is implicitly assumed. On the other hand, we have modeled the physical space as a quaternionic S3 using Geometric Algebra. The fact that we have been able to reproduce the ''impossible'' strong correlations by modeling the physical space as quaternionic S3 is a confirmatory evidence that the strategy to relax the implicit assumption built-in Bell's theorem has been successful. Question 3: In Section II it is stated: ''Indeed, the pairs of measurement directions (a,b), (a,b′), (a′,b), and (a′,b′) are mutually exclusive measurement directions, corresponding to incompatible experiments which cannot be performed simultaneously.'' That is true, but in the proof of Bell's theorem measurements along these directions are assumed to be events in a probability space. The CHSH correlator (1) is therefore a random variable on that probability space. Answer 3: Unfortunately, no such joint probability space can meaningfully exist for the measurement events along the mutually exclusive pairs of directions (a,b), (a,b′), (a′,b), and (a′,b′). Therefore the claim that the CHSH correlator (1) is a randomvariable on such a space is not correct evenmathematically. A joint probability space can exist only for compatible observables. But, inevitably, in the CHSH scenario what is involved for mutually exclusive directions are incompatible observables. Therefore the assumption of a joint probability space in such an argument is an invalid assumption. And even if we assume that we can perform Lebesgue integration over variables in such a fictitious probability space, it is possible to derive the Bell-CHSH inequality by simply considering four incompatible experiments without invoking the assumption of non-locality, as we have demonstrated in [23]. Consequently, any ''violation'' of the Bell-CHSH inequality is nothing but a consequence of the incompatibility of the four experiments. Question 4: The violations of Bell inequalities, as they are demonstrated experimentally, are observed for a sequence of measurements, with the accumulation of statistics to determine the degree of violations, provided that the initial state is an appropriate entangled resource. The statement in Section II of the paper that ''We are therefore justified in ignoring the physical claim of Bell's theorem in this paper'' is therefore wrong. Bell's theorem may be viewed as a statement about how particular resource states (typically entangled states) violate the predictions of local realism. We may disagree about the derivation of Bell's theorem, or indeed how it pertains to observations. However, given that observations exist and appear to demonstrate convincing violations of Bell inequalities for appropriate non-classical resource states, we are not at liberty to ignore these established physical results. Answer 4: Contrary to the frequently made claims such as the above, violations of the Bell inequalities is not what is demonstrated in the experiments at all. The sequence of measurements performed in the experiments, ''with the accumulation of statistics to determine the degree of violation,'' are not theoretically bounded by 2 as claimed on the basis of Bell's theorem. They are, in fact, bounded by 4, and the bound of 4 is of course never exceeded in any experiment. Thus there is an extraordinary bait-and-switch happening 133404 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space (albeit unwittingly) in every experiment that claims to have violated the absolute bound of 2 on the Bell-CHSH inequality. We have explained this unwitting practice of bait-and-switch in more detail in [23] (which is also published as a section in [24]). It is also important to note that predictions of the local-realistic S3 model are identical to the predictions of quantum mechanics for the singlet state. Question 5: In the proposed model, the measurement outcomes are supposed to be determined by one single vector eo; so the whole point of the contrived mathematical formalism the author has build up can be merely to define a probability distribution of eo. Answer 5: This observation is not correct. It is evident from the definitions (34) and (35) of the measurement functions that they are determined by the detector directions a and b, together with a pair of vectors (eo, so), which form the initial state originating in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob. As explained in the paper, all of the vectors involved in these definitions have specific geometrical meaningswithin a quaternionic 3-sphere, whichwe have used to represent the three-dimensional physical space. Moreover, there is nothing ''contrived'' about this geometrical representation, because it is a part of a well known solution of Einstein's field equations of general relativity. By contrast, defining a probability distribution of vector eo without any relation to the geometry of the quaternionic 3-sphere and any reference to the vector so would not produce the model presented in this paper, and consequently it would not reproduce the strong correlations in a local-realistic manner. Question 6: The statement below Eq. (47) reads: ''Consequently, the detectors of Alice and Bob can receive the spin states eo only if the constraints (40) are satisfied.'' But surely the point of the experiment is that Alice and Bob receive particles every time, and the standard interpretation (derived ultimately from the Stern-Gerlach experiment) is that the measurement performs a projection onto the eigenstates of the measurement device. Hence it is not clear what is meant by Alice and Bob only receiving particular spin states. Answer 6: The quoted sentence is from the middle of the paragraph that includes Eqs. (47) and (48). The preceding sentence reads: ''In our model the vectors eo and so ensure in tandem that there are no initial states for which'' the constraint (47) is satisfied. This constraint, like those in (40), arises from the geometry of the quaternionic 3-sphere, which, in the model, is taken as representing the physical space. The paragraph continues after Eq. (48) as follows: ''Clearly, a measurement event cannot occur if there does not exist a state which can bring about that event. Since the initial state of the system is specified by the pair (eo, so) and not just by the vector eo, there are no states of the system for which | cos(ηneo )| < f (ηzso ) for any vector n. Thus a measurement event cannot occur for | cos(ηneo )| < f (ηzso ), no matter what n is. As a result, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the initial state (eo, so) selected from the set (31) and the measurement events A and B specified by the Eqs. (34) and (35).'' It is quite clear from this explanation that the spin states received byAlice and Bob are the only spin states that can exist within the quaternionic 3-sphere. What is more, the issue does not arise in the Geometric Algebra description of the model discussed in the later sections. Question 7: Since matrix representation of the bivector subalgebra using Pauli matrices is equivalent to the bivector representation of the subalgebra within Geometric Algebra, why is the latter representation used rather than the former? Answer 7: The matrix representation of the bivector subalgebra fails at the very first step, because the product of two Pauli matrices can at most be an identity matrix, not a scalar number. But what are observed in the experiments, as results of the interactions between the spinsL(a, λ) and the detectorsD(a), are pure scalar numbers:A (a, λ) = ±1. Thus matrix representation is of no use in the present context. Question 8: In Eq. (18) the inner product I * v between the trivector I and the vector v is used, even though it would not be needed, since the outer product part of the geometric product Iv is zero. Then why is the inner product I * v used? Answer 8: The inner product is used for a physical reason. We have the geometric product Iv = I * v+ I ∧ v, (131) which is equal to I * v because, by definition, I ∧ v ≡ 0 in the three-dimensional space. Thus, either Iv or I * v could have been used to represent the spin. But we have preferred to use I * v instead of Iv to represent spin because, up to sign, I * v is identical to the dual of v (cf. Fig. 5). v can thus be identified with the direction of measurement, freely chosen by the experimenters in any EPR-Bohm type experiment. Thus the choice of I * v has been made for a physical reason. FIGURE 5. A unit bivector represents an equatorial point of a unit, parallelized 3-sphere. As shown in the figure, a bivector is an abstraction of a directed plane segment, with only a magnitude and a sense of rotation-i.e., clockwise (−) or counterclockwise (+). Neither the depicted oval shape of its plane, nor its axis of rotation v, is an intrinsic part of the bivector I * v. Question 9: Eq. (77) requires s1 = s2. In Eq. (81) the two limits s1 → a and s2 → b are considered simultaneously, which makes sense only if a = b. That makes the derivation (87) of the singlet correlation −a * b invalid for a 6= b. Answer 9:At first sight, the above argument may seem reasonable even though it contradicts the result (115) where we have proved that simultaneous limits s→ a and s→ b do not necessitate the vector equality a = b, even if we incorrectly assume A (a, λk ) = −B(b, λk ) for all measurement directions a and b. There are very good physical and mathematical VOLUME 7, 2019 133405 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space reasons for this. To begin with, the limits s→ a and s→ b are parts of the independent detection processes, captured in the measurement functions (66) and (67). These processes are not subject to the conservation law dictated by Eq. (77). They describe purely local interactions of the spin bivectors with the detector bivectors, occurring at spacelike separated observation stations of Alice and Bob. As we have illustrated in Fig. 1, the singlet spin system −L(s1, λk )+ L(s2, λk ) with vanishing total spin originates from the central source. Subsequently, the spin −L(s1, λk ) propagates freely towards Alice's detector D(a) and the spin +L(s2, λk ) propagates freely towards Bob's detector D(b). The conservation of zero spin angular momentum is maintained during this free evolution of the singlet system, giving rise to the equality s1 = s2 = s worked out in Eq. (77). But the vector s1 can remain equal to the vector s2 only until the start of the physical process of detection captured by the limit s1→ a encoded in Alice's measurement function A (a, λk ), and likewise for the vector s2 in the physical process of detection at Bob's end. This, as noted, is because the physical processes of detection at the two ends of the experiment are not subject to the conservation of zero spin. Therefore the initial impression that the limits s1→ a and s2→ b with s1 = s2 makes sense only if a = b is not correct. And, consequently, the derivation (87) for −a * b is perfectly valid. Question 10: The vectors and bivectors that enter the actual computation of the correlation (87) are all space-like and use Clifford algebra of three-dimensional Euclidean space. The Clifford algebra of four-dimensional spacetime – although discussed at the beginning of Section VII – does not enter the computation of the correlation (87). Therefore FriedmannRobertson-Walker spacetime is irrelevant for the S3 model. Answer 10: In the context of Bell's theorem the question of local causality is properly addressed only within a relativistic description of spacetime. See, for example, the discussion by Bell himself in his last paper on the subject [42]. In this paper Bell defines local causality in a given spacetime as follows: A theory will be said to be locally causal if the probabilities attached to values of local beables in a space-time region 1 are unaltered by specification of values of local beables in a space-like separated region 2, when what happens in the backward light cone of 1 is already sufficiently specified, for example by a full specification of all local beables in a space-time region 3 (figure 6.4). Moreover, as is well known, a violation of the relativistic local causality can be separated into two conceptually distinct parts: (1) a signalling non-locality incompatible with special relativity, and (2) a non-signalling non-locality compatible with special relativity. These two conceptually distinct parts are kinematically captured by Bell in his definitions A (a, λ) and B(b, λ) of local measurement functions for any given initial state λ of the system [2]. This separates relativistic local causality into independence of the parameter a from b (and vice versa) preserving signalling locality, and independence of the outcome A from B (and vice versa) preserving non-signalling locality. This separation allows one to recognize that quantum mechanics preserves parameter independence (thus remaining compatible with special relativity) but violates outcome independence. Thus, despite appearances, relativistic causality is implicit and essential in any discussion involving Bell-type measurement functions. Now FRW spacetimes happen to be just the right spacetimes to be considered for addressing the question of local causality as we have done. That is because FRW spacetimes are sufficiently Newtonian to adequately host the correlations predicted by the non-relativistic singlet state (9), and yet sufficiently relativistic to address the question of non-signalling non-locality that is suspected to be occurring at a spacelike distances in the EPR-Bohm type experiments. For this purpose, the condition of local causality to watch out for is that the initial state λ that originates in the overlap of the backward light cones of Alice and Bob must bring about the measurement outcomes A (a, λ) and B(b, λ), for any freely chosen spacelike vectors a and b. Thus it is not only the spacelike vectors and bivectors that play an essential role in understanding local causality within our model. The initial state λ also plays its part to maintain relativistic causality in full four-dimensional spacetime picture, as dipicted in Fig. 2. But what has been missing from the relativistic considerations by Bell in [42] are the algebraic, geometrical and topological properties of the physical space within which we are confined to perform all our experiments. And that is where the spacelike hypersurface, S3, of a Friedmann-RobertsonWalker spacetime, enters our analysis. As explained in this paper, the geometry of the quaternionic 3-sphere is essential for the derivation of strong correlations, and that geometry is provided by the spacelike hypersurface of one of the three cosmological solutions of Einstein's field equations. Suppose, however, we ignore the FRW line element (17) and start our analysis from Eq. (18) instead. But removing the FRW spacetime from the analysis in this manner would make the entire analysis ad hoc, with no physical justification for S3. Thus, the claim that our analysis has nothing to dowith Friedmann-Robertson-Walker spacetime is mistaken. Question 11: In Eq. (57), i.e., in the bivector subalgebra L(a, λ)L(b, λ) = −a * b− L(a× b, λ), (57) two different algebras are combined into the same equation. In other words, the bivectors appearing in the above identity are not all of the same kind, but a mixture of bivectors corresponding to two different algebraic representations. Answer 11: This claim is not correct. Regardless of a given value of λ,+1 or−1, all three bivectors L(a, λ), L(b, λ), and L(a× b, λ) in the above identity belong to the same algebraic representation of the standard bivector subalgebra (56). Thus, contrary to the claim, Eq. (57) does not describe two different multiplication rules but the same multiplication rule of the standard bivector subalgebra. The mistaken claim stems from a failure to understand what λ stands for within S3. It represents an orientation of the spin bivectors L(n, λ) relative to the detector bivectors D(n), as defined in Eq. (68). 133406 VOLUME 7, 2019 J. Christian: Bell's Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space The meaning of λ and the relationship between L(n, λ) and D(n) are clearly brought out between Eqs. (89) and (100). They show that the left-handed subalgebra can be easily transformed into a right-handed subalgebra by reversing the order of the bivectors in their product, as verified also in the numerical simulations with a GAViewer program [45]–[47]. Moreover, since λ specifies the orientation of S3 and not the handedness of a coordinate system [cf. Eq. (98)], the cross product a× b (which is of course universally defined by the right-hand rule) is not affected by it. The identity (57) is simply a geometric product between the unit bivectors L(a, λ) and L(b, λ) representing the two spin angular momenta. Question 12: In Eqs. (79) to (87) two different representations of the bivector subalgebra are summed over illegally. Answer 12: It is quite evident from these equations that what is being averaged over are the measurement results A (a, λ) = ±1 and B(b, λ) = ±1, which are limiting scalar points of a quaternionic 3-sphere as defined in the Eqs. (66) and (67). Consequently, from Eqs. (79) and (84) we have the following geometrical and statistical identity: lim n1 [ 1 n n∑ k=1 A (a, λk ) B(b, λk ) ] = lim n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